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- Easy scenarios dominate existing datasets.
- Challenging scenarios are less frequent, harder and 
the most relevant ones for decision making.

Motivation Analysis

- Challenging scenarios are scattered among the frequent easy ones.
- Propose: reshape the feature space by pushing challenging scenarios closer to each other.
- Why: they can share relevant features.

Framework
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Optimizing jointly:
- The supervised future prediction loss (e.g., EWTA).
- The contrastive loss.

Contrastive loss:
- Positive: samples with similar difficulty scores.
- Negative: samples with different difficulty scores.

Results

- Joint optimization with contrastive learning yields significant improvements on the challenging cases (top 1-3%).
- Joint optimization with contrastive learning maintains the performance on all cases (All).
- Optimizing jointly with LDAM or BAGS bias the challenging scenarios
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- Resampling/reweighting techniques bias the challenging scenarios.
- Ours maintains the performance on average.

For source code:


